Abstract-In this paper, we propose an advanced transmission protocol for the next generation wireless access network using wireless network coding (WNC). As an alternative to conventional cooperative multipoint (CoMP) as described in LTE-A, WNC enables access point cooperation, combining the flows using network coding functions, instead of sending multiple separate information flows across the backhaul network. WNC in principle enables this cooperation with less backhaul load than CoMP transmission, while providing superior performance compared with CoMP in terms of outage probability.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N recent years, the concept of network MIMO, also known as coordinated multipoint (CoMP), has attracted intensive research [1] . In CoMP, a cluster of several access points (AP) cooperate to serve multiple mobile terminals (MT), so that the combination operates as a large multiuser distributed MIMO system. The combination of a large number of antennas results in a much increased multiplexing gain. It also means that these MTs can operate using the same radio resources without causing mutual interference, and thus has potential to greatly increase capacity of cellular systems. However it also potentially increases the backhaul load: on the uplink, the signals received by each AP (or a compressed version of them) must be forwarded to the combining point, which we refer to here as the hub, or hub base station (HBS). This is especially a problem for wireless backhaul systems, and also for next generation (5G) radio access networks (RAN) such as the dense small-cell network where very large backhaul loads are likely.
Recently, wireless network coding (a.k.a. physical-layer network coding [2] , [3] ) has been introduced for wireless networks containing multiple nodes and multiple data flows. The approach is that the relay node receives a superimposed combination of source symbols, decodes and forwards some joint function of these symbols rather than either of the symbols alone. This paper considers the application of this principle to uplink transmission in a distributed MIMO system. We will show that it can eliminate interference between the APs as effectively as network MIMO, without increasing the backhaul load. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: 1) we propose the use of WNC for 5G RAN as an alternative to CoMP; 2) we compare WNC with CoMP in such application and show that WNC has superior performance for given finite backhaul load; 3) the proposed WNC allows conventional power-of-2 constellations and binary forward error correction (FEC) codes to be used while the computeand-forward with Construction A lattices [4] can only adopt constellations with prime size and non-binary FEC codes.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A simple system model of distributed MIMO (modelling the RAN) is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where the APs are deployed for data exchange between the hub HBS and MTs. In the uplink, the messages from the MTs are relayed by APs to the HBS. The links connecting MTs and APs are wireless, referred to as the access link. The links connecting APs and HBS are referred to as the backhaul link. We assume the backhaul link is digital and error-free (essentially a lossless 'bit-pipe'), and may have limited bandwidth. It may be implemented as a wireless or a wireline link.
Let 
where z i is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 per dimension; and h i denotes the channel coefficient between the -th MT and i-th AP. h i x and s L,i denote the superimposed signal (SS) and network coded symbol (NCS), respectively. Each AP estimates the SS and linearly maps it to the NCS, given by:
where X ss,i ∈ C denotes the superimposed constellation which is the set of values of x ss,i and S L,i ∈ F 2 r , r ≥ m, denotes the alphabet of s L,i ; more specifically, the network coded function in our design is given by:
where Q i is a binary matrix whose dimension is r × m; the operations and ⊗ are addition and multiplication over F 2 . We refer to Q i as the coefficient matrix of NCS. Thanks to the linearity of (3), if each bit level of s is independently encoded by a binary FEC code, then each bit level of s L,i can be decoded by the same code. Hence, in a FEC coded RAN system, the proposed WNC will exhibit a substantial advantage in terms of decoding complexity compared with CPF with Construction A based lattices [4] , as CPF needs to use a non-binary code to construct the lattices.
Given the received signal y i , the AP estimates the NCS s L,i based on the maximum likelihood (ML) rule. Combining the designed linear mapping in (3) with the ML detection, we havê
where the conditional probability density function p(y i |x ss,i ) is given by
From the perspective of whole network, a general mapping function is given by ⎡
where G is referred to as the generator matrix of the designed WNC, which also can be treated as the network transfer matrix. The dimension of G is rT × mL and rT ≥ mL. Condition 1: To successfully recover the MT's message, all linear mapping functions should be invertible. More specifically, the rank of G is at least mL.
Proof: We note that the linear mapping in (7) in fact forms rT linear Diophantine equations with mL variables. These are soluble if and only if G are invertible. If rT = mL, G should be full rank. For the case of rT > mL, since the row rank is equal to the column rank and there are mL columns, G must have full column rank. Thus, this condition is proved.
The rows of G are chosen from the set of non-zero binary mL-tuples. However, the sum-rate optimization would be excessively complex if all these potential rows are considered. Hence it is necessary to reduce the search space.
Because more than one source symbol vector gives rise to the same received signal, in the case of a singular fade state, multiuser detection of all MTs at AP i is infeasible. However it will still be unambiguously decodable if and only if we cluster these coincident points into the same NCS s L,i which can be used to recover the MTs' symbol at HBS. The HBS can enumerate all possible singular fade states for the given modulation scheme A 2 m adopted by MTs.
By invoking the following off-line search (Algorithm 1), the HBS can generate a set of network coded mapping functions which can effectively eliminate the singular fade states and reduce the search space. We note that the singular fade states are only determined by the modulation schemes employed by MTs: all APs have the same singular fade states. Hence, the HBS only needs to enumerate the coefficient combinations that can revolve the singular fade states for a general AP, which will be shared by all APs. Therefore in the Algorithm 1, we omit the index of AP, i.e., we use Q , s L and h instead of Q i , s L,i and h i , respectively. (h 1 , . . . , h In the proposed design, the HBS selects the optimal G, which is formed by [Q i1 , . . . ,Q i , . . .Q iL ] from set A nc , and sends the corresponding rows to MTs for the estimation of NCS. The criterion of selecting the optimal G should: 1) ensure the unambiguous decodability in Condition 1; and 2) maximize the sum-rate, which is denoted by R Sum :
where
R with R representing the message rate of MT . It is suggested in [4] that the APs can successfully decode the T linear combinations (NCS) if and only if the message rates R are less than
where I(Y i ; S L,i ) denotes the mutual information between the received signal at AP and NCS, which can be calculated as:
As the full column rank of G is guaranteed, the MTs' symbols can be recovered at the HBS by simply taking the inverse or pseudo inverse of G.
IV. BENCHMARKS
In this section, we introduce CoMP and CPF as our benchmarks. Note that both the ideal CoMP and the non-ideal CoMP that we adopt are a type of joint processing.
A. Bandwidth-Unlimited Backhaul: Ideal CoMP
In ideal CoMP, it is assumed that the bandwidth of the backhaul link is unlimited such that each AP can directly forward the received noisy signal y i (or a digital version of it quantized with unlimited precision) to the HBS for implementing the joint multiuser ML detection.
B. Bandwidth-Limited Backhaul: Non-Ideal CoMP With the Quantization of LLRs
The non-ideal CoMP is a practical version of network MIMO, where the backhaul link is bandwidth-limited. In nonideal CoMP, each AP adopts multiuser detection to extract the bit-wise log likelihood ratio (LLR) of each MT's symbol. Then a scalar quantizer is to quantize the LLRs into bits. The quantized LLRs will be transmitted in digital form over the backhaul link to the HBS. The HBS collects and combines all quantized LLRs such that the same diversity order as idealCoMP can be achieved.
C. Bandwidth-Limited Backhaul: Non-Ideal CoMP With the Quantization of Soft-Bits
In another kind of non-ideal CoMP, the AP maps the LLR into the hyperbolic tangent domain. The resulting signal is referred to as the soft-bit. According to [5] , quantization of the soft-bit results in less quantization noise than that of the LLR.
D. Compute-and-Forward
A newly developed technique, CPF [4] has been proposed to harness the co-channel interference over wireless multiple access channels. Assuming that there is a discrete subring of C, denoted by R, forming a principal ideal domain (PID) [8] . . Let Λ ⊆ C n and Λ ⊆ Λ be two full-rank R-lattices, which are referred to as the fine and coarse lattices, respectively. The quotient R-module Λ/Λ forms a partition of Λ. Let π be a prime in R of norm |π| 2 = q, q ∈ Z + , such that R/πR ∼ = F q . It is worthy nothing that current communication system normally requires the size of signal constellations to be a power of 2. The only finite fields of characteristic 2 that can be represented by R/πR for R = Z[i] and Z[ω] are: [6] and [7] . The complex Construction A (see [8] for details) cannot form a R-lattice partition which is isomorphic to F 8 , F 16 and F 64 etc.. Based on above discussion, we note that only Z[ω]/2Z[ω] based CPF can be a feasible candidate for fair comparison with the proposed WNC (only for the case where the QPSK modulation is employed). Please refer to [4] for details of the decoding algorithm of CPF. n /2Z [ω] n based CPF as the benchmark for our proposed WNC using QPSK as both of their message space are F 4 . Here the lattice partition is constructed from a (1,1) trivial code over F 4 . Fig. 2 shows outage probability comparison among different strategies over a 2MT-2AP-1HBS distributed MIMO system, where each node is equipped with single antenna. The overall outage probability can be measured by P Out = Pr{R Sum < R Th }, where R Th is the rate threshold. Here we choose R Th = 1 bits/symbol. We may observe that the ideal CoMP clearly achieves the optimum P Out performance. However, we also note that the limited number of quantized bits results in a severe performance degradation for non-ideal CoMP compared with ideal CoMP. Even though the backhaul load is increased, e.g., for 4bit quantization (32 bits backhaul load), there is still a significant performance gap between the ideal and non-ideal CoMPs. We can observe that the proposed WNC is superior to the non-ideal CoMP in terms of outage probability while incurring less backhaul load, i.e., only 4 bits. In addition, the proposed WNC can also achieve the same 2nd order diversity as ideal and non-ideal CoMP. As another benchmark, we note that the outage probability performance of CPF based on Λ/Λ = Z [ω] n /2Z [ω] n is worse than that of the proposed WNC. This is because the signal constellation of this lattice partition,
2 }, has a shorter minimum Euclidean distance compared with the QPSK constellation when the power of the signal points is normalized. Fig. 3 shows outage probability comparison among different strategies over a 3MT-3AP-1HBS distributed MIMO system. Under such system setup, the non-ideal CoMP requires each AP to distinguish all 3 QPSK symbols from MTs, which will degrade the performance due to higher level co-channel interference and introduce more bits (after quantization) to transmit over backhaul link. We can observe that similarly to Fig. 2 , the proposed WNC has less backhaul load and superior performance, compared with the non-ideal CoMP.
We note that the computational complexity of the proposed WNC is still acceptable. The proposed WNC requires to adaptively search over 9 network codes for 2MT-2AP-1HBS system and 64 for 3MT-3AP-1HBS system while computational complexity of the WNC detection is the same as that of nonideal CoMP. At the cost of increased complexity, the proposed WNC achieves a lower backhaul load and superior performance compared with non-ideal CoMP.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed an advanced transmission protocol for the next generation wireless access network using wireless network coding (WNC). As an alternative to conventional cooperative multipoint (CoMP) as described in LTE-A, WNC enables access point cooperation, combining the flows using network coding functions, instead of sending multiple separate information flows across the backhaul network. WNC in principle enables this cooperation with less backhaul load than CoMP transmission, while providing superior performance compared with CoMP in terms of outage probability.
In the future, we will further investigate the adaptive WNC with lower computational complexity over a dense access network, e.g., joint optimization of coefficients based on minimum Euclidean distance. In addition, the joint design of OFDM, channel coding and WNC will also be investigated.
